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In this article, we describe the results of a study comparing middle school aged girls’ programming behavior in two programming environments: Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice, designed to enable the creation of animated stores and 3D graphics programs, respectively. The study found that girls who used Storytelling Alice spend 42% more time programming than girls who used Generic Alice and were more than 3 times as likely to sneak extra time to keep programming. We analyze the kinds of programs that girls produce in both systems and identify barriers that keep girls from fully engaging with computer programming.
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Computer programming skills are becoming a valuable tool in nearly every career field ranging from medicine and basic science to business and finance. Despite the growing importance of computing, fewer than 20% of computer science students are female (College Board, 2008; Vegso, 2006). Some research indicates that when girls and boys have similar comparable programming experience, they show similar interest in and success at learning basic programming concepts (Harel, 1991; Kafai, 1995; Linn, 1985). In one study of gender and programming achievement within MOOSE Crossing (Bruckman, 1997), a programming environment designed for young students, Bruckman, Jenson, and DeBonte (2002) found that programming performance correlated with users’ prior programming experience and the amount of time users spent programming. The study found no significant correlation between gender and programming performance. However, boys who used MOOSE Crossing spent significantly more time programming than girls (Bruckman et al., 2002). One of the keys to increasing the participation of girls in computer science may lie in motivating girls to program.

The middle school years are a critical time during which many girls decide whether or not to seriously pursue the study of math and science based disciplines (Gill, 1994; Zimmer, 1987). While many girls have a strong interest in science during elementary school, their opinions of math and science courses and careers become increasingly negative during middle and high school (AAUW, 1990; Zimmer, 1987). During middle school, girls decreasing interest in math and science is coupled with decreasing confidence (AAUW, 1990; Dossey, Mullis, et al., 2000) and achievement (Fennema & Sherman, 1977) in these subjects. In this article, we describe the results of a study comparing middle school aged girls’ programming behavior in two programming environments. In Storytelling Alice, programming is presented as a means to the end of storytelling. The environment was designed to make the kinds of stories that middle school girls envision telling approachable (Kelleher & Pausch, 2006). Generic Alice presents programming as the end goal and enables users to write programs that control the motions of objects in a 3D virtual environment. The study found that girls who used Storytelling Alice spend 42% more time programming than girls who used Generic Alice and are more than 3 times as likely to sneak extra time to keep programming. To provide additional insight into girls’ experiences with both systems, we describe the kinds of programs that girls produce in both systems and identify barriers that keep girls from fully engaging.
Two other programming environments for girls are designed to provide a motivating context for learning computer programming: In Virtual Family (Duplantis, MacGregor, Klawe, & Ng, 2002) programming enables users to build comic strips about a family. In RAPUNSEL (Flanagan, Howe, & Nissenbaum, 2005) programming enables girls to create dance animations. To the best of our knowledge, no formal studies demonstrate that either system motivates girls to program.

Methods
The goal of this study was to understand the potential impact of a storytelling focus on middle school girls’ interest in and success at learning to program. To investigate the impact of storytelling, we conducted a between-subjects study comparing middle school girls’ behavior in two novice programming environments: Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice. Both Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice enable users to construct programs using drag and drop (Kelleher et al., 2002). The drag and drop method of program construction prevents users from making syntax errors, a common source of frustration for beginning programmers (Kelleher et al., 2002).

Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice differ in three ways:

1. **Programming Actions:** Storytelling Alice provides high-level animations inspired by girls’ storytelling goals. In Storytelling Alice, human characters walk, speak, and interact with objects in their environment. Generic Alice provides animations inspired by 3D graphics transformations (Conway et al., 2000). Users can combine basic actions like changing position, rotating or resizing to create complex actions like walking, but this can be time consuming.

2. **Tutorial:** The tutorials in both Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice introduce the same programming concepts in the same order. In Storytelling Alice, the tutorial users build simple stories. In Generic Alice, tutorial users build programs that move, turn, and resize 3D objects.

3. **Gallery of 3D Objects:** The characters included with the Storytelling Alice gallery include character-specific animations designed to help users generate story ideas (Kelleher and Pausch, 2006). 3D objects in the Generic Alice gallery do not include custom animations.

Participants
Eighty-eight girls from local Girl Scout troops participated in the study. The participants were randomly assigned to use either Storytelling Alice (43 participants) or Generic Alice (45 participants). The average age for participants was 12.6 years. To encourage the participation of students not drawn to computers, we donated $10 to the Girl Scout troop for each participant.

Workshop Details
During the study, participants were given two hours and fifteen minutes to complete the tutorial and create a program “to show everyone” using the version of Alice to which they were assigned. Next, users took a programming quiz and completed an attitude survey. Then, participants had thirty minutes to try the other version of Alice (Generic Alice participants tried Storytelling Alice and vice versa). At the end of the workshop, participants selected either Storytelling or Generic Alice to take home and chose a program they created to share with other workshop participants.

To avoid bias, we gave the same instructions to the control and experimental groups. We referred to Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice as Alice Green and Alice Blue, respectively.

Quantitative Results
We will consider three types of quantitative data: programming behavior, motivation indicators, and learning outcomes. We provide an overview of results in this section. Additional details can be found in Kelleher, Pausch & Kiesler (2007).
Programming Behavior
There are three high-level activities available within both Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice: scene layout (e.g. adding and arranging 3D objects in the 3D scene), editing programs (e.g. adding, deleting, or modifying lines of code that control the actions of characters in the 3D scene, and running programs (e.g. viewing the animation output of the current program). Based on log data, we found that participants who used Storytelling Alice spent 42% (p < .001) more time editing their programs and 54% (p > .001) less time on scene layout than users of Generic Alice.

Motivation Indicators
At the conclusion of the workshop, we left a 5-10 minute break. The break was designed to enable us to determine how many participants would keep programming by choice. During this break time, 16% of Generic Alice users and 51% of Storytelling Alice users snuck extra time to continue working on their programs ($\chi^2 = 20.18$, d.o.f. = 2, p < .001). The increased tendency among Storytelling Alice users to sneak extra time suggests that the storytelling focus helped to make programming a compelling activity for middle school aged girls. This behavioral evidence is reinforced by the attitude survey: participants who used Storytelling Alice had a stronger interest in using Alice in the future than participants who used Generic Alice ($F[1,86]=3.9$, p=.05). Additionally, there was a strong correlation between participants’ interest in future Alice use and their interest in pursuing Computer Science ($r = .54$, p < .0001).

Learning Outcomes
The focus on creating a more motivating programming environment creates the potential that increased motivation can come at the expense of educational value. We found no significant differences in programming quiz performance between participants who used Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice. Given the evidence that participants using Storytelling Alice spent more time actually programming, the lack of a measurable learning difference may seem initially surprising. The Storytelling Alice participants spent a larger portion of their time programming. However, because of the short duration of the programming session, the percentage difference translates to an average time difference of 12 minutes. We expect that with extended use, we would see the Storytelling Alice users show learning gains commensurate with their additional time on task.

Qualitative Results
Participants created different types of programs in Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice. The kinds of programs they created highlight four barriers to full engagement with programming.

Generic Alice Programs
One of the striking patterns within the programs created with Generic Alice was the lack of apparent intentionality. Only 38% of the Generic Alice participants produced programs which show evidence of intentional animation. We observed four general types: arbitrary motion, character motion, story-like sequences, and choreographed dance routines.

Arbitrary Motion (62%): 28 of the 45 programs participants created using Generic Alice appear to be arbitrary animation: characters and/or their body parts move around the screen without any apparent intentionality. These programs show no evidence that participants had goals they were working towards. Figure 1-1 shows a typical arbitrary motion program in which characters and their body parts rotate around different axes and fly to different positions in space.

Character Motions (16%): After some initial experimentation with Generic Alice animations and constructs, some users began to develop a mental model that may have helped them to create intentional animations. 7 of the 45 Generic Alice programs contained one or two simple character motions (e.g. a cow moving its tail or a bunny jumping up and down) but were otherwise arbitrary motion. These worlds show users beginning to transition from experimentation to building specific animations for their 3D characters. See Figures 1 and 2.
The final two groups show evidence that users progressed from experimentation to developed enough Generic Alice animation skill to create fully or nearly fully intentional programs.

**Choreographed Dance Routines (7%)**: 3 of the 45 users created choreographed dance routines for a group of characters. These dance routines consisted primarily of characters performing move and turn animations either in sequence or simultaneously. See Figure 1-3.

**Story-Like Sequences (16%)**: 7 of the 45 users created short story-like sequences. These stories often incorporated simple motions designed to help communicate the action of the story. For example, a character might raise his arms in fear before sliding off the screen or an injured dragon might turn onto its side to suggest a fall. See Figure 1-4.

It is notable that less than a quarter of the Generic Alice users wrote fully intentional programs and more than a half of them wrote programs that demonstrate no intentionality. Users who successfully moved from exploration to intentional control performed better on the programming quiz: the average quiz score for users who built unintentional programs was 3.53 as compared to 4.7 for users who created story-like sequences or choreographed dance routines. There is a positive correlation (r=0.270, p<.1) between intentionality and quiz performance.

Two barriers may prevent users from achieving full intentional control: 1) users’ lack of interest in programming and 2) users’ failure to develop a sense of control.

**Barrier: Lack of Interest in Programming**: As programming environments, Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice only succeed if users actually spend time programming. 11 of the 12 Generic Alice participants who spent more than 50% of their time on scene layout created arbitrary motion programs. Not surprisingly, these users tended to learn very little programming (the average quiz score was 2.8). Based on observations within the study workshops, these participants found laying out 3D scenes significantly more rewarding than programming.

**Barrier: Failure to Develop a Sense of Control**: When users begin to program in Generic Alice, they frequently have goals (ranging from very simple to quite complex) that they want to pursue. As users begin working towards their goals, they often carry out a series of exploratory experiments. If users’ initial experiments and the affordances within the interface do not help users develop an idea about how to accomplish their goals, many of them simply give up. Rather than forming a new more approachable goal, users often stopped trying to explain the behavior of their program and began to add animations and programming constructs at random.
Storytelling Alice Programs

We observed that Storytelling Alice encouraged users to identify a story goal quickly and begin working towards that goal. The programs created with Storytelling Alice were of three general types: relationship stories, good vs. evil stories, and miscellaneous programs.

Relationship Stories (51%): 22 of the 43 users created stories about relationships, including romantic relationships, peer relationships, and familial relationships. Users used relationship stories to explore issues that were potentially relevant in their own lives. See Figures 2-1 and 2-2.

Relationship stories dealt with a range of issues including jealousy between two girls who liked the same boy, struggling to fit into a social group, and divorce. These topics may indicate that girls used the story creation in Alice as a way to think through issues in their lives.

Good vs. Evil Stories (21%): 9 of the 43 users created stories depicting conflicts between good and evil. See Figure 2-2. In the good vs. evil stories created by girls using Storytelling Alice, violence or the threat of violence were often (but not always) employed as a way to resolve conflicts. For example, in one story, an evil samurai attacks an innocent pig. A good magical tree resurrects the pig, enabling the pig to attack the samurai in retaliation.

Other Programs (28%): 12 of the 43 programs created with Storytelling Alice do not fall neatly into a single category. These miscellaneous worlds include two stories about finding lost dogs, two stories depicting running and swimming races, and three choreographed routines (circus and cheerleading) similar in nature to the dance routines created by Generic Alice users.

Nearly all of the users of Storytelling Alice made stories (with the exception of the 3 choreographed routines). Further, all of the users of Storytelling Alice (as compared to 38% of Generic Alice users) moved from experimental programming into intentional programming. Storytelling Alice helps to minimize the time to identify and begin working towards a goal.

While all of the users successfully created intentional programs, some were more complex than others. For example, one user created a crying animation which required her to create a new method for her character, learn how to use loops, dotgethers, and control the character’s hands. Other users focused most of their attention on dialog and used existing animations such as walking. There are two potential reasons for these users’ focus on a small subset of the system’s functionality: 1) users do not know what is possible within the system 2) users cannot map programming tools to their story goals.

Barrier- Determining what is possible within the system: As users interact with any software system, they build a mental model of what they believe is possible within that system. Often that model will not incorporate all of the capabilities within the system. Then, users select goals that match their beliefs about the system capabilities. In Storytelling Alice, this can lead to users exploring only a small subset of the programming tools available within the system.

Barrier- Finding appropriate programming tools to realize a story goal: While some users begin to discard goals that fall outside of their mental model for the system, other users continue to suggest and pursue goals that would require the use of unfamiliar concepts and constructs within the system. However, given the large number of possible actions within the system, it can be difficult for a new user to evaluate which programming tools are most appropriate to their goals.

Conclusion

The results of this study suggest that the storytelling focus made learning to program more engaging for middle school girls. It is clear that more work remains to develop programming environments that can engage a broad spectrum of girls in learning basic computer programming. As we continue to design and develop programming environments and curriculums, the barriers to programming engagement encountered by Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice participants represent important problems that should be considered.
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